Past Evening Book Club Selections
Shotgun Lovesongs

Night Road

Sharing a childhood in small-town
Wisconsin before going their separate ways
with careers and families, Hank, Leland, Kip
and Ronny are reunited during a visit
marked by culture clashes, respective
pursuits of meaning and a woman who
inspires passion in each of them.

When stay-at-home mom Jude Farraday
takes in Lexi, a former foster child with a
dark past, the girl becomes inseparable
from Jude's teenage twins before a
shattering accident rips the family apart
and sets the stage for a sobering
confrontation years later

Falling Angels

The Light Between Oceans

In a novel of manners and social divisions
set against the backdrop of turn-of-thecentury England, two girls from different
classes become friends, and their families'
lives become intertwined in the process.

Moving his young bride to an isolated
lighthouse home on Australia's Janus Rock,
where the couple suffers miscarriages and a
stillbirth, Tom allows his wife to claim an
infant who has washed up on the shore,
only to witness a rift in their marriage.

by Nickolas Butler

by Tracy Chevalier

by Kristin Hannah

by M. L Stedman

The Spellman Files
by Lisa Lutz

Izzy Spellman, a twenty-eight-year-old
amalgamation of Nancy Drew and Bridget
Jones, launches her career as a private
investigator while working for the firm of
her outlandishly dysfunctional family.

Baker Towers
by Jennifer Haigh

The decade following World War II becomes
one of tragedy, excitement, and unexpected
change for the five Novak children and the
residents of their western Pennsylvania
community of company houses, church
festivals, union squabbles, and firemen's
parades. By the author of Mrs. Kimble.

The Orchardist
by Amanda Coplin

When two feral girls--one of them very
pregnant--appear on his homestead,
solitary orchardist Talmadge, who carefully
tends the grove of fruit trees he has
cultivated for nearly half a century, vows to
save and protect them.

Delicious! : a novel
by Ruth Reichl

Working as a public relations hotline
consultant for a once-prestigious culinary
magazine, Billie Breslin unexpectedly enters
a world of New York restaurateurs and
artisanal purveyors while reading World War
II letters exchanged between a plucky
12-year-old and James Beard.

Night road

Skeletons at the Feast
by Chris Bohjalian

During the final months of World War II, a
small group of people--including teenager
Anna Emmerich, daughter of Prussian
aristocrats; Callum Finnela, a twenty-yearold POW; and a young Wehrmacht corporal
hiding his true Jewish identity--make their
way westward across a ravaged Europe in a
desperate attempt to reach British and American lines.

Blink : the power of thinking
without thinking
by Malcolm Gladwell

Draws on a range of case studies to explore
the process by which people make
decisions, explaining how the difference
between good and bad decision making is
directly related to the details on which
people focus, and counsels readers on how
to become better decision makers in every aspect of life.

The Age of Desire : a novel
by Jennie Fields

Reimagines the midlife world of Edith
Wharton and the impact of her affair with a
young journalist on her longtime friendship
with disapproving literary secretary Anna
Bahlmann, in a tale told against the vivid
backdrops of Gilded Age Paris, the
Wharton's elegant home in Lenox and Henry
James's English manse.

The Rosie Project

Looking for Me

A socially awkward genetics professor who
has never been on a second date sets out to
find the perfect wife, but instead finds Rosie
Jarman, a fiercely independent barmaid
who is on a quest to find her biological
father.

Opening an antiques shop in Charleston
after discovering a talent for restoring
furniture, Teddi Overman struggles to come
to terms with her shattered family and
sense of self after receiving news that her
long-missing brother might still be alive.

The Snow Child

The Memory of Running

by Graeme C Simsion

by Beth Hoffman

by Eowyn Ivey

by Ron McLarty

A childless couple working a farm in the
brutal landscape of 1920 Alaska discover a
little girl living in the wilderness, with a red
fox as a companion, and begin to love the
strange, almost-supernatural child as their
own.

Working as a quality control inspector at a
toy factory in Rhode Island, friendless
alcoholic Smithy Ide considers himself a
loser until a tragic event prompts him to set
off on an epic cross-country bicycle journey
that promises him a final chance to become
the man he has always wanted to be.

Bellman & Black : The
Thirteenth Tale

Doc : a novel

by Diane Setterfield

by Mary Doria Russell

Killing a bird with his slingshot as a boy,
William Bellman grows up a wealthy family
man unaware of how his act of childhood
cruelty will have terrible consequences until
a wrenching tragedy compels him to enter into a macabre
bargain with a stranger in black.

The Time Keeper
by Mitch Albom

Given one last chance at redemption, Father
Time must teach two earthly people the
true meaning of time--a journey that leads
him to a teenage girl who is about to give up
on life and a wealthy businessman who
wants to live forever.

The Age of Miracles

by Karen Thompson Walker
A painstakingly researched debut imagines
the coming-of-age story of young Julia,
whose world is thrown into upheaval when
it is discovered that the Earth's rotation has
suddenly begun to slow, posing a
catastrophic threat to all life.

Harony.

After the burned body of mixed-blood boy
Johnnie Sanders is discovered in 1878
Dodge City, Kansas, part-time policeman
Wyatt Earp enlists the help of his
professional-gambler friend Doc Holliday, in
a novel that also features Doc's girlfriend,
the Hungarian prostitute Kate Katarina

Beautiful Ruins
by Jess Walter

The award-winning author of The Financial
Lives of the Poets presents his most
romantic and enjoyable novel yet that
follows a young Italian innkeeper and his
almost-love affair with a beautiful American
starlet, which draws him into a glittering
world filled with unforgettable characters.

The Sweet By and By
by Todd Johnson

Brought together by circumstance, five
North Carolina women protect and provoke
each other while they struggle with limited
prospects, career ambitions, and vulnerable
hearts.

by Ron McLarty

Major Pettigrew's last stand :
a novel

Working as a quality control inspector at a
toy factory in Rhode Island, friendless
alcoholic Smithy Ide considers himself a
loser until a tragic event prompts him to set
off on an epic cross-country bicycle journey

Forced to confront the realities of life in the
21st century when he falls in love with
widowed Pakistani descendant Mrs. Ali, a
retired Major Pettigrew finds the

The memory of running

by Helen Simonson

